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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
welcome to the
fall 2005 issue!
We are very excited to be beginning our third year
here at The Painter’s Journal. As I was looking over the
list of subscribers the other day I see that many of you
have been subscribing from the beginning, and I thank
all of you for your patronage and continued support. I
also see that we have many new subscribers this year,
and I thank you as well for your interest in The Painter’s
Journal.
I am happy to announce that beginning with this
issue, we are moving to a full-color format on every page.
This means that from now on, every picture you will see
will be in color. This is a huge step forward for The
Painter’s Journal. No longer will compromises need to
be made on which photos can be color and which have
to be black and white. This also gives me greater ﬂexibility in the layout of the magazine, which will improve
the relationship between the text and the placement of
the images.

We’d like to say a special thank you to our sponsors:
Cobalt Studios and Rosebrand are returning to sponsor
us for another year, and beginning with this issue we
welcome two new sponsors: Rosco and Chicago Canvas
and Supply. We hope you’ll patronize our advertisers,
and when you do, please be sure to tell them that you
saw their ad in The Painter’s Journal.
I hope you ﬁnd this issue exciting, informative,
and more enjoyable to look at with color throughout.
Thank you,
Anthony R. Phelps

I am particularly excited about this issue, with a
great variety of articles and all photos in full color. Dr.
Randall W.A. Davidson, one of the foremost health and
safety experts in our ﬁeld, has written about “Flame Retarding in the Performing Arts,” something about which
we all need to know more. Peter Miller’s great step-bystep article on trompe l’oeil painting has over 20 color
photos. The “Schlepitchka” technique of painting with
turkey-feather dusters is detailed by Gerry Patt, Jr. Finally, we have our ﬁrst article from abroad! Written by
Russian scenic artist George Tikhomirov, of the Tatiana
Burakova Creative Arts Studio in Ekaterinburg, Russia,
the article explores the development and aesthetic function of the Main Drape, and is illustrated with numerous color photos of their stunning creations.
We could not have made the jump to full color
without the support of all of our subscribers, both returning and new, as well as our corporate sponsors.
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RUMINATIONS
Long live the main drape!
by George Tikhomirov,
Tatiana Burakova Creative Art Workshop
translated by Anna Labykina
The Main Drape creates the border between the audience and the stage – a border between two worlds, those of
reality and illusion. This border is permeable [a membrane, if
you will] and such permeability is quite a ﬂexible concept.
There are at least three ways to look at a Main Drape:
as an element of scenic design and the production
itself;
-

as an element of theatre architecture;

-

as an original work of art.

This is what we might call the “trinity” of the Main
Drape. Throughout the history of the Main Drape each of
these qualities was prevalent at different times, reﬂecting the
ever-changing nature of theatre.
The Main Drape was born alongside the modern
proscenium, which boxes in the stage. This happened at
the end of the 16th century in Italian palatial halls. Accompanied by the fanfare of the timpani and trumpets, the
drape was to fall at a moments notice into a special hollow
on the stage. This action was part of a director’s plan for any

performance – the start of the show. But for the plan to be
successful, the spectator was not to see anything other than
the Drape at the top of the show; the Drape was to be a part
of the interior, a piece of architecture.
At this time, Drapes were typically painted as architectural illusions. The imagery was a continuation of the architectural styles used in theatres themselves. One could even say
the Drape was a key element of theatre architecture. This was
inﬂuenced by the prevailing Baroque style, when architecture
was at the top of its game. And although perspective scenery
was in vogue, the Drape had more to do with the interior of
the theatre itself than with the scenery.
When, at the end of the 18th century, pastoral themes
became prevalent in scenery, the Drape remained true to its
architectural beginnings. Thus, when the ﬁrst landscape-depicting Drapes appeared in the early 1800s, they were still
seen as a part of the architecture of the theatre and the palace
itself. Most often, their imagery simply depicted garden architecture.
Over time the proscenium opening became a sort
of secular altar for the spectator. On some level, this “stage
mirror1” reﬂected not only the auditorium but the cities and towns themselves, even the whole world, and could
1

In Russian, the proscenium arch is referred to as the “stage
mirror”-transl.

The Main Drape in the Theatre
Centre “Skvoretchnick.” Nizhnevartovsk, Russia, 2001. Painted
on silk.
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The Main Drape in the Culture Centre. Polevskoy, Russia, 2001. Painted on satin drapery.

carry a message to its viewers. Outstanding artists, therefore, were asked to create Main Drapes and thus the Drape
transformed into an original work of ﬁne art.

sional variation on theatre. As many directors turned to
the new medium, scenic designers aimed to become coproducers of stage spectacles, using the Drape in new ways.

The proscenium was now a frame in its own right
surrounding these beautiful works of art. Every element of
the Main Drape was painted in, even replacing the tassels,
fringe, and folds of the drapery with its trompe-l’oeil counterparts. This development was also aided by the progress
of stage technologies – with the use of the counterweight
ﬂy system, the Main Drape began to slowly and majestically rise upon opening instead of dropping into a pit. The
professional artistic work on the draperies could also be
considered as a part of the director’s plan because it intensiﬁed the audiences’ theater-going experience, making an
expectation of a miracle that much stronger.

an increasing number of artistic trends mushroomed
worldwide. Every trend looked for ways to leave its mark
with a “manifesto,” a statement of its own worth and purpose. A proscenium drapery became a natural canvas for
the visual representation of such a manifesto.
The director’s point of view was rarely disputed in
20th century theatre. Some directors were only happy to

In the 20th century, three new theatrical developments changed the importance of the Main Drape yet again:
the draperies began to disappear behind the proscenium in a sliding motion instead of ﬂying out. Upon
opening, the wave-like motion of the folds added drama
to the moment when reality and illusion fuse to form one.
-

we witnessed the birth of cinema, that two-dimen-
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The Main Drape in the Academical Youth Theatre “Globus.” Novosibirsk, Russia, 2004. Applique on velvet.
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The Main Drape in the Theatre for
Young Spectators. Zaretchniy, Russia, 2004. Painted on silk.

proclaim: “theatres have no need for the Main Drape.”
They seemed to see the border between reality and illusion as having been erased. But could it be that our
border had just slightly shifted? May it have moved to
where this director may not see it anymore? After all,
there are at least three ways to look at the Drape: as scenery, aesthetic architecture, as ﬁne are.
Since our ﬁrm began producing scenic draperies
in 1987, we have created more than 160 Main Drapes.
Our chief artist, Tatyana Burakova, began in this business with draperies made speciﬁcally for Soviet Palaces
of Culture2. This is an interesting point because such a
client needs a unique Main Drape, one that must:

- unify and accentuate the architecture and décor
of the auditorium and the building as a whole, as well
as complement its style, color scheme, and elements of
décor.
- be a work of art that the spectator would be glad
to see. This work of art should also make the viewer feel
warm and welcomed and think well of his or her life,
work, hometown, etc.
- be quite a dramatic piece of scenery in itself – an
organic opening act to any performance on the stage.

2

With the advent of the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia,
the Christian temples were destroyed. In almost every
village and town, they were replaced with a Palace of
Culture. These are basically spiritual centers for amatuer
art that one can ﬁnd in many European cities. Seen
as multi-purpose spaces, these palaces usually showcase
the accomplishments of local art groups, host touring
productions and concerts, and are rented out for oﬃcial
municipal business.
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The Main Drape in the Old People’s and Nursing Home.
Sverdlovsk, 1990. Painted on wool.
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towards a central point. The audience is directed there,
having already passed through an enﬁlade of spaces,
beginning at the cloak-room3. This force is no less dynamic than the previously discussed lateral movement,
and is almost primal in the theatre. I see the centrifugal
force that pulls the space into one point, almost soaking it up, as a circle/square/vertical line in the center of
a balanced composition.
Aside from the dynamic diagonal lines, and
static circular lines, I am interested in the vertical lines
of the folds, lines that hold up the static character of
the composition and hide the potential movement of
fragmented space. Such a composition could be quite
mysterious, secreting a number of movements and
spaces within itself, while reﬂecting the energy of the
audiences and the performers alike.

Backdrop in the Cultural Centre “Fakel.” Pishma, Russia,
2005. Silk drapery, painted elements.
Having worked in our workshop for a long time, I
have come to the conclusion that the border between the
worlds of reality and illusion does not occur at the proscenium line, but rather on the surface of the Main Drape.
This is fully realized in the artistic compositions of Tatiana
Burakova, who wrote the following about her artistic vision:
The theatrical performance dynamically expands
the stage box/cube in space and time. The stage borders extend as we play with time: from the present to
the past or the future, still not yet performed, only
sketched out, and suddenly felt by the audience as real.
This centripetal performance force fragments the stage
space, leading the audience away from the daily routine.
I can imagine this movement of space physically
as a tree in the center of the stage, moving apart the
fabric folds with its branches, and growing into inﬁnity.
This sideways movement seems to be programmed into
the functions of the draperies – the action of throwing
the folds open, being the moment of energy release.
This is akin to the main function of theatre where the
actor gives himself, his energy, his soul to the spectator.
This opening of the draperies cuts through the ether
and disappears in another dimension, having hypnotized the spectator into an attentive state.
A different dynamic can be found in the composition of the Main Drape as the fourth wall of the auditorium. There is a centrifugal movement, a direction
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To sum up, the composition of a drape is made
up from stasis and centrality on one side, and dynamicity and centrifugalism on the other. By combining these
elements in a composition, one achieves the movement
on the surface of the drape, and the inherent dramatic
effect of its artistic character.
3

This is a reference to a popular Russian phrase (coined
by Stanislavski) that exempliﬁes the cultural importance
of theatre: “Teatr nachinaetsya s veshalki”-”Theatre begins in the cloak-room.”-transl.

Backdrop in the Drama Theatre. Tchelyabinsk, Russia,
2003. Crepe, drapery, painted elements.
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When the spectator takes in the Main Drape as
a whole, they pay the most attention to the center bottom part of the composition. This means that that area
should be accented more than the rest of the drape with
color, pattern, and décor. The color scheme and the
style of the Drape is closely connected to the interior of
the auditorium, but being the main wall of the space, it
should also have independent expressiveness. I believe
the color schemes of even the traditional Drapes could
be unorthodox, so as to excite the viewers’ anticipation
all the more. To that same end one uses the multitude and variety of scale of different form, rhythms,
and masses. An entire monumentality could be created
in the composition of the drape using complexity and
lavishness of color choices and variety and stylization of
patterns.
But unlike other forms of monumental arts, the
Main Drape is radically different in one regard. Its tonality “holds up” an entire wall of an auditorium, and
acts as a “membrane” between two worlds: stage and
audience. These worlds, full of two types of energy:
giving and receiving, could be seen as opposites, but
instead are one, united by the word and meaning of
“THEATRE.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
George Tikhomirov graduated from the M. Gorky
Ural State University, Faculty of Philosophy. Since 1987
he has been working with artist Tatiana Burakova, producing scenic draperies. At present he is a director of “Tatiana
Burakova Creative Art Workshop”, Ltd., situated in Ekaterinburg – the center of Russia. G. Tikhomirov took part
in producing more than 160 Main Drapes for many theatres and Performance Art Centres located in 59 cities from
the Paciﬁc Ocean coast to the Black and White Seasides,
those of:
•
Drama Theatres – in Novosibirsk, Penza, Nizhnevartovsk;
•
Puppet Shows – in Krasnoyarsk and Perm;
•
Opera and Ballet Houses – in Ufa, Magnitogorsk;
•
Variety Show – in Ekaterinburg, etc.
George is the author of several articles on the subject
of fabric painting and the purpose of the Drape in many
periodicals, such as “Russkaya Mysl” (“Russian Thought”),
Paris; “Russland Intern,” Wesbaden; “Scena,” (“Scene”)
Moscow; “Actualite de la Scenographie,” Paris. He is
keen on French Philosophers of the 20th century, works
by Vladimir Nabokov (he is author of the booklet on the
exhibition devoted to the writer’s centenary) and computer
graphics.
Backdrop in the Cultural Centre.
Kamensk-Uralskiy, Russia, 2002.
Painted on silk.
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TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
A cinderella story:
painting aged trompe l’oeil ornament

by Peter S. Miller
Years ago, while I was the Resident Scenic Artist of the
Wolftrap Opera Company, I had the opportunity to paint a
production of Gioachino Rossini’s La Cenerentola, an operatic
retelling of the Cinderella story. Because the show was a remounting of a successful production from a past season, Alan
Moyer, the Set Designer, was able to use his previous design.
This production had a larger budget and a more generous
time frame, allowing him to make some changes; he was able
to retain the overall color and look of the original production,
but improve the details.

ﬁve degree angle from the right. The center panel of the rear
wall was painted as if the light was coming from above. (Fortunately, our shop was large enough to arrange the ﬂats in the
proper sequence on the ﬂoor, so this was not quite as confusing as it sounds.) For scenes that took place in the palace
of Prince Ramiro, stagehands costumed as footmen simply
rotated the panels to reveal full-length plexiglass mirrors set
in gold-leafed frames. This almost instantaneous set change,
combined with crystal chandeliers which were ﬂown in, drew
gasps of delight and applause from the audience almost every
night.
Sadly, the scenic artist’s contribution to this moment of
theatrical magic was relatively minor, as we merely leafed and
aged the frames and toned the mirrors to cut the glare. Most
of our efforts went into the nine battered and water-stained
fresco panels, an elaborate show curtain, and the dirty kitchen
ﬁreplace where Cinderella spent much of her time. The set, in
its Don Magniﬁco’s Mansion arrangement, is shown in Figure
2.

Figure 1
As the set was designed to harmonize with the theatre’s
auditorium of weathered wood from two Eighteenth Century
barns, it consisted of a raked deck and a rustic surround of
planks and beams. The most impressive elements were nine
16 ft.-tall x 4 ft.-wide revolving panels. Three of these panels formed an upstage wall, while the others created a series
of wings on either side. One of the ﬂats from the model is
shown in Figure 1.
For scenes set in the mansion of Don Magniﬁco, Cinderella’s aristocratic but poverty-stricken stepfather, these ﬂats
were textured to resemble cracked plaster walls decorated with
deteriorating, water-stained trompe l’oeil fresco panels. The
nine trompe l’oeil panels were painted as though the light was
coming from the top at center stage. Thus, the three wing
panels and one back wall panel on stage right were painted as
though the light was coming at a forty-ﬁve degree angle from
the left. The three wing panels and one back panel on stage
left were painted as though the light was coming at a forty-
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Figure 2
The following section, Modiﬁcations, explains the
modiﬁcations Mr. Moyer asked us to make and the techniques
he decided to use. The next section, Process, details the work
process.
MODIFICATIONS
The ﬁrst modiﬁcation related to the ﬁelds of the panels themselves, which had originally been a rich Venetian red,
with some movement and variation. This time we used a
stencil and a darker shade of the same red to enhance the
area. The stencil pattern was taken from a Sixteenth Century
fabric featured in Dover’s publication of C. B. Griesbach’s
book, Historic Ornament – A Pictorial Archive. The pattern
was copied and enlarged to the proper size, spray-mounted on
stencil board, and patiently cut out with an Exacto knife by
one of our interns. It was then given several coats of shellac to
waterproof it.

www.paintersjournal.com
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The second change called for a modiﬁcation of the
ornament at the top of the painted panels--an architectural
element with an urn, a lion’s head, and a swag. After some
searching, we found an appropriate bit of research in “The
Architectural Frame” Chapter of Franz Sales Meyer’s Handbook of Ornament, also a Dover Publication (where would we
be without Dover?). The copy of the frame, with half of it
gridded to produce a symmetrical pounce drawing, is shown
in Figure 3.

On another job, when a tight production schedule made
me force-dry a wall texture made of latex paint, Sobo glue and
joint compound with fans, I noticed that a network of small
cracks formed as the fans caused the glue in the texture to
“skin over.” The effect was similar to the cracks that form in a
plaster wall as a building settles. While this was deﬁnitely not
the effect desired at that moment, I had mentally ﬁled it in the
“that would be really cool if that was what we wanted” category
(a ﬁle I suspect most scenic artists have) and this seemed like
an excellent opportunity to do it again – on purpose this time.

Figure 3
The lion’s head was problematical, since it looked suspiciously like a Basset Hound and did not have clearly deﬁned facial planes that would translate effectively into trompe
l’oeil. We incorporated a lion head from the “Natural Forms”
section of Meyer’s book that had a physiognomy that would
“read” well at stage distance.
I decided to adjust the palette of the painted moulding
and architectural ornament because the half-inch scale model
had the extremes of light and dark (a strong white highlight
and a Payne’s Grey shadow), but lacked the middle tones that
produce a better illusion of three dimensions (a light, a neutral
or middle value, a dark, and a dark accent). I consequently
used the “grisaille” technique, which I had come across while
researching pictures of painted frescos in the Renaissance period. This method of decoration uses shades of a single color,
usually grey, to create a three-dimensional effect and is often
used to provide an illusion of statues in niches or of bas-relief
sculpture. With these pictures as my inspiration and with the
use of the “grisaille” technique, then, our full-size scenery was
a reﬁned replica of the half-inch scale model.
In order to emphasize the contrast between the gleaming
gold leaf and shimmering mirrors of Ramiro’s Palace and the
deteriorated grandeur of Magniﬁco’s Mansion, the wall surfaces needed to be as textural as possible. The model indicated
some large cracks on each panel with some areas of rough stone
work along the bottom edges, suggestive of the deteriorating
effects of moisture on plaster walls.

10
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Figure 4

The places where the
plaster had fallen away and
the large, dramatic cracks
required a more dimensional approach. This was easily
accomplished by building
up areas of the lauan-covered ﬂats with torn and
crumpled craft paper. The
paper was glued, stapled
down, and blended in with
the joint compound/glue
texture. Our painted sample boards and photcopied
research materials, placed
on a partially completed
ﬂat, are shown in Figure 4.

PROCESS
Since we had to make nine almost identical panels,
with minor variations in texture, ageing and our stylized, artiﬁcial light source, we needed to create a system to paint them
as efﬁciently as possible. Because several artists were working
on them simultaneously we needed a process that functioned
like a factory assembly line, a system which would ensure that
all the ﬂats looked the same and prevent any traces of an individual artist’s “hand,” or personal style. It was also important
that the steps in the process be easy to understand so that
anybody on the crew could join it at any point. In order to do
this, I adapted a technique that I had learned from Lester Polakov while studying scene painting at the Studio and Forum
of Stage Design.
The ﬁrst step was to examine the painted moulding on
the ﬂats on the model. Using those patterns of light and shade
while keeping in mind our forty-ﬁve degree angle light source,
I drafted a full-scale moulding section. Using the light source
as a point of reference, the moulding section was divided into
three planes: areas facing the viewer directly were considered
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“neutral” or “N,” portions angled towards the light were designated “light” or “L,” and parts angled away from the light
were labeled “dark” or “D.” The lines were extended with a
T-square, to create a series of strips which could be taped to
the ﬂats. These strips served as a registration guide for our
straight-edges while lining. I also generated a second set of
strips to function as a lining guide for the cast shadows, using
a forty-ﬁve degree triangle on the moulding section to project the width of the shadows. The moulding section and the
strips, still on the same piece of craft paper, are shown lying
on a ﬂat in Figure 5.

surface, glazes made from clear ﬂat and tints were allowed to
puddle in the low areas, further accentuating the texture. An
extreme close-up of this surface appears behind the model
piece in Figure 1.
While waiting for the ﬂats to dry, we kept busy mixing
colors and making a series of torn craft paper masks. These
were attached to the ﬂats, with folded masking tape, to approximate those areas on the model where the top layer of
plaster had fallen away. The torn edge of the paper created
a random “organic” look and the mask insured that none of
the trompe l’oeil grisaille painting appeared in those areas. We
then measured points and snapped lines in charcoal to indicate the placement of the mouldings. We perforated the drawing of the architectural ornament and its revised lion head
with a pounce wheel, transferred it to the ﬂat, and then inked
it with a sharpie marker. The inked ornament and one of the
paper masks are shown on a textured and painted ﬂat in Figure 6. The decorative border on the tops of the ﬂats was also
drawn, perforated, and transferred to the ﬂats and inked.

Figure 5
We began the painting process by texturing all the ﬂats.
The areas of plaster loss and the large cracks as indicated on
the model were cartooned in charcoal. The stones revealed underneath were built up with a mix of joint compound, Sobo
glue, and Celuclay™, an instant paper maché product. The
edges of the broken areas and the cracks were then built up
with crumpled craft paper, saturated with glue. We mixed up
many gallons of joint compound and Sobo glue, tinted with
a grayish raw umber approximating the color of the cracks in
the model. The mix was applied with large priming brushes,
carefully integrating the areas of glued-on, wrinkled paper
and using “cross-hatch” brush strokes, which were misted
with water to level them out. The ﬁnished ﬂats were immediately blasted with fans to encourage the cracking effect. As the
random cracks started to appear, some were connected and
“encouraged” with blades to increase their length.
The next morning, the ﬂats were ready for paint, having
cracked in a most satisfying manner. They were laid in with
a dark raw umber, which we made an effort to force into the
cracks and crevices. We also made sure all the edges were
thoroughly covered. The ﬂats were then heavily dry-brushed
with a thick, warm, beige color, which was lighter in value
than the model, giving us the ability to glaze them down later.
After the dry-brushing brought out all the intricacies of the
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Figure 6

Figure 7

The decorative border and
the red background of the ﬁeld on
each ﬂat were laid in with fairly
thin paint, in order to allow some
of the textural detail already on
the ﬂats to show through. The
local color or neutral of the ornament and the moulding was also
painted at this time. Figure Seven
shows one of the ﬂats with this step
completed; note that the paint has
been carried onto the paper masks
to create the best possible effect
when they are removed.
continued on page 14
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Direction of light;
Angle 45 degrees

Illustration 1:
Neutral color laid in.

Direction of light;
Angle 45 degrees

Illustration 2:
Lights and darks added.
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Direction of light;
Angle 45 degrees

Illustration 3:
Light and dark accents
create contrast.

Direction of light;
Angle 45 degrees

Illustration 4:
Cast shadows complete
the picture.
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Figures 8 shows how the craft paper strips were used to
paint the lights and darks on the mouldings. The corners were
taped to provide a neat, mitered joint and the section drawing
was used to check the strips’ position. “S” on the strip represents the “stile,” or outside of the panel. “F” indicates the
ﬁeld, or inside. The arrow indicates the correct orientation to
the light source.

Figure 9
Figure 10 shows the upper part of another ﬂat with the
lights and darks completed. Note that although the form is
visible, it lacks contrast and deﬁnition. This will be created by
the application of light and dark accents and cast shadows.

Figure 8
Since there were nine ﬂats, it was relatively easy for us
to work on the ornaments at the top of the panels without
getting in each other’s way while the lining was happening.
Straight edges and bamboos were used when appropriate and
we knelt down to paint the free-hand details. To both approximate the direction of the light and minimize confusion, we
drew a large sun on craft paper and taped it to the wall.
Because of the slightly chaotic nature of the process and
the demands of directing the work, I could not get clear photographs, in a logical progression, of one ornament on the
same ﬂat. For clarity, I have provided the illustrations on pages
12 and 13, which show the stages in the paint treatment on
one ornament under the same forty-ﬁve degree light source.
Most of the ageing and distressing that the actual ﬂats were
subjected to have been eliminated, and I have added some
small details that we did not have time to paint during the
actual job. This should make the creation of the trompe l’oeil
illusion a little easier to understand.
Figure 9 is a close-up of the ornament on a stage right
ﬂat; all of the lights and some of the darks have been completed. As you can see, the mitered corner is masked and the
strip is in position to do the lining on the onstage moulding.

14
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Figure 10
The light accent, several values lighter than the light
and often called “the highlight,” is only applied on those parts
of the form where the light is directly reﬂected into the eye
of the viewer. One of the ways that we can distinguish one
kind of material from another is the contrast between the
light and light accent and the other colors. A shiny object (a
chrome hubcap or a highly polished marble moulding) will
have a greater degree of contrast than something made of a
soft, light absorbent material (a velour drape, for instance). In
any case, it is a good idea to use discretion and a light touch
when applying the light accent; like a strong spice in cooking, too much can spoil the effect. If the color is too light,
the brush stroke too wide, or if it is applied indiscriminately,
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the painting will become too graphic and contrasty and the
three-dimensional illusion will be destroyed. It is easier to add
a little more color than it is to paint it out once you have gone
too far!
The dark accent (in some books and ﬁne art classes it is
referred to as the “core shadow”) occurs within the dark area,
and on a curved surface, just past the point reached by the
last light ray. On a rounded form, it is also set slightly back
from the edge on the dark side of the object. In traditional
trompe l’oeil painting, a “reﬂected” or “bounce” light, lower
in value than the primary light source and distinguished from
it by being warmer or cooler- is often placed at the edge of a
rounded form (a column for example). Since our project was
monochromatic and the load-in date was fast approaching, we
decided to skip this step.
If the accents are painted everywhere, the effect can be
overwhelming. On each of the ﬂats, therefore, we lightly
sketched several elongated ellipses with their center lines parallel to the forty-ﬁve degree angle of our light source. The
placement of the ellipses were staggered, so they would not all
be identical, and the accents were only painted within them
and faded out as they reached the edges. This created “hot
spots” which were subtly different on each ﬂat. Figure 11
shows the ornament at the top of the center ﬂat of the back
wall. The light is coming directly down from above. Note the
greater contrast created by the accents.

Beginners may ﬁnd it helpful to lightly sketch the outer
edge of a large or complex shadow with vine charcoal; since
the inner edge falls upon a dark, it is not usually as important.
The faint charcoal line allows one to previsualize the shape of
the shadow, making it possible to concentrate on producing a
graceful brush stroke while painting and increasing the chances
of getting it right the ﬁrst time. Painting cast shadows is deﬁnitely a Zen-like activity; it requires intense concentration.

One important clue to visualizing cast shadows is to remember that with a forty-ﬁve degree light source the width of
the shadow corresponds to the height of the object casting it
– the taller the object, the longer the shadow. One of the reasons that scenic artists have traditionally preferred a forty-ﬁve
degree light source is that a shallower angle creates a shadow
that is too long – distorting the appearance of the shape and
making it hard to understand. However, under certain circumstances, that might be exactly the effect that is required.
A sharply angled light source coming directly from below creates large, dramatically distorted shadows – which might be
exactly what the designer wants! The closer the angle of the
light is to the viewing angle, the smaller the shadow’s width,
and the less information it provides. It is also important to remember that the appearance of a shadow is inﬂuenced by the
contours of the surface that it falls upon – think of the shadow
of a ﬂagpole falling across a ﬂight of stairs; there is a slight
“jog” in the line of the shadow with each change of level.
While painting the mouldings, we used our craft paper
strips to register our straight edges and put down tape to keep
the mitered corners clean. A piece of tape was also placed at
the corner of the moulding where the shadow fell on the stile
to create a sharp forty-ﬁve degree angle. Figure 12 depicts the
center ﬂat, cast shadows completed, with the light emanating
directly from above.

Figure 11
The last phase of the trompe l’oeil process was the painting of the cast shadows. The cast shadow color was a translucent glaze with a touch of blue/grey in it, which allowed
the other colors to show through. The painting must be done
delicately, however, since the glaze is thin. Unattractive brush
strokes will show and the shadow will become too dark if it is
painted twice.
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When the cast shadows were completed, the ﬂats had a
crisp, freshly painted look which was effective. They “read”
well from a distance, but lacked the battered, grungy appearance indicated by the model pieces. It was time to begin the
ﬁnal ageing and “breaking down” process. We stripped off the
torn paper masks that had been taped down at the beginning
of the process. The over-painting had made them almost invisible, and upon their removal, the ﬂats began to look older.
To make the edges created by the torn paper even more broken and “organic,” we used an ageing technique known as
“blocking.” The thick, dry brushing color was brushed onto
small scraps of wood which were dragged across the ﬂat, picking up on the surface texture. This simulated centuries of
ﬂaking plaster and scraped, neglected paint. The ﬂats were
propped up on ﬁve gallon buckets, misted with water using
ﬂorettas, and some thin washes were encouraged to ﬂow down
the faces to simulate water stains from a leaky roof – we used
rags to blot the occasional gravity-defying drips that strayed
off-target.
The model also had an overall grungy dirt effect which
mellowed the contrast of the trompe l’oeil and uniﬁed everything. We mixed up a thin glaze of raw umber with a
touch of black to grey it down. This mixture was strained
into a Hudson sprayer and gently misted onto the ﬂats.
It is easy to overdo this effect, and hard to ﬁx the damage
once you have gone too far. So, we used discretion, pausing between spray passes to let the panels dry and checking
our results from a tall ladder. Since the ﬂats were so tall,
we made the ageing spray a little darker at the top to give a
slight artiﬁcial shadow and focus attention on the singers below. Where we added the water stains, a few tasteful drips of
diluted clear gloss were
used to imply dampness
and bring out surface
detail under dim light.
Figure 13 shows the upper part of a ﬂat with the
ageing completed, while
Figure 14 shows the
three ﬂats that make up
the back wall.

La Cenerentola was one of the most enjoyable jobs on which
I have worked. Alan’s design was delightful and adapting the
traditional techniques of theatrical trompe l’oeil painting to
create the illusion of aged frescoes was an interesting challenge. The production itself was charming and a big hit with
the audience.

Figure 14
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Figure 13
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
ﬂame retarding in
the performing arts
Dr. Randall W. A. Davidson,
Risk International & Associates, Inc.
Historical Views
It seems it was a given, at one time, that the all the materials used in the production of any theatrical presentation
were to be ﬂame retarded. That myth of practice has, as it
were, gone by the boards. Too many believed that “ﬂame
prooﬁng” or “ﬁre prooﬁng” was the proper nomenclature;
that myth was also spawned by a like number of practitioners in the industry. Flame-resistance or ﬂame-retarding
was, it seemed, a difﬁcult concept to apply in reality, as the
word ﬂame-prooﬁng was spurious in its origins. Indeed,
the industry has advanced a great deal in knowledge and
practice over the last seventy-ﬁve years, but we have yet to
go a great distance to achieve full implementation of ﬂame
retarding in the performing arts.
Present Day Views
Unfortunately, in the majority of venues in America,
there are many performing arts individuals who give lip
service to the ﬂame retarding of materials that are used in
productions, but fail to verify from year to year the positive
effects of this practical application, i.e. applying and testing these materials on a regularly scheduled basis to verify
that the ﬂame retardant is functioning as it was when it
was ﬁrst applied. In nearly every theatre I have inspected
during the last ﬁfty years, the same question has frequently
arisen: how often should I test the curtains to see if they
are properly ﬂame retarded and retaining their ﬂame retarding characteristics? I have seldom been asked, however,
about other materials which are used in the productions.
Lack of Knowledge and Training
The fact that so many technical theatre individuals reach
out into the theatrical community to ask where they can ﬁnd
ﬂame retarding services is an indicator of the lack of proper
training in their background, as well as a lack of information
that should be incredibly common to all individuals who
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work in the theater. Training in the proper application of
ﬂame retarding and ﬂame resistant materials on all materials
used in theatrical productions should be fundamental and basic to anyone involved in the technical aspects of any production. Institutions, associations,
organizations, unions, and performing arts facilities
should afﬁrm that personnel they employ or use have
this very practical basic training and knowledge.
Fire Codes
All Fire Codes require the ﬂame retarding of materials used in any type of public assembly and, moreover,
require the materials purchased for building in public assembly venues to be ﬂame resistant or ﬂame retarded. With
great sorrow and retrospective thinking, we recall the Twin
Towers and the ﬂaking of the ﬂame retarding materials on
the steel and other building materials. The same can be
stated for the night club ﬁre of recent memory. Without
too much stirring of the memory, I am positive that many
of us can recall a number of public assembly and theater
ﬁres that caused major destruction due to materials that
were not ﬂame retarded and therefore burned rapidly, e.g.
furniture, drapes and curtains, bandstands, platforms,
scenery, wiring and cable, insulation applications and materials, and carpets. The Blue Angel Night Club ﬁre and
Puerto Rican Club ﬁre in New York City, which I investigated, starkly echo the tragedies that result from a lack of
ﬂame retarding materials.
Ordinances, Laws, Codes, Standards
Each state, county, and most municipalities have
ordinances that require the application of ﬂame retarding
to materials used in public assembly. Some of the cities
in this country have stringent regulations which require
that those individuals who apply ﬂame retarding chemicals
must be trained and must pass rigorous exams before they
are allowed to do this type of labor. Such is the case on the
Great White Way (Broadway), in New York City. Would
that this regimentation were applied across the board in all
communities in this country, and at every performing arts
facility…
Sources
Even if the Internet is not at your beck and call,
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local Fire Departments can provide this technical information. State Fire Marshal’s ofﬁces are a major source for all
types of ﬂame retarding and ﬂame resisting information.
Building Departments at the state, county, and local level
have this type of information. All theatrical supply catalogs and companies provide very speciﬁc information as to
ﬂame retarding products they vend. Fire Inspectors also
have this type of information and they will gladly share it
with you.
There is an enormous amount of very detailed and
speciﬁc information available from a variety of sources,
including the Federal Government which explicitly requires ﬂame retarding of all of their materials. The Armed
Services, each Division, has published information which
can be acquired from the Internet and from their ofﬁces in
Washington. The Coast Guard has massive quantities of
information regarding ﬂame retarding. Check with textile
manufacturers as to the ﬂammability aspects of their products.
Just as there are very detailed and speciﬁc Standard
Test Methods for Building Construction and Materials
(American Society for Testing Materials [ASTM]), there
are also Testing Standards for Flame Retarding of Materials. Ongoing revisions to these standards address the basic elements used in testing materials that we use for the
theater, i.e. testing of individual materials, safety concerns,
Material Safety Data Sheets as to chemical reactions, ﬁre
safety, toxicity, and other properties, and methods for testing different products and materials. The National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) develops publications
which address ﬂame retarding with materials: NFPA 703,
701. The Fire Retardant Chemicals Association (FRCA) is
the primary source of information regarding ﬂame retarding.
Point of Fact: there are literally thousands of performing arts facilities, schools, productions, which do not
comply with the basic ﬂame retarding requirements and
regulations. Some individuals in the theater and public assembly industry are still of the mind that ﬁres do not occur
in our industry. They do, and they occur on a regular basis.
A check with the Fire Service in all of the states produces
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statistics which graphically relate the number of ﬁres, small
and large, which occur each year in public assembly venues. Insurance companies also maintain records of ﬁres, using these statistics to set premiums for their clients.
The fact that you do not hear about or read of these
ﬁres is no cause whatsoever to neglect being in full compliance with the codes and ordinances and regulations
which require ﬂame retarding for the materials you use in
productions. Just as you ought to check, operate, and test
the rigging system before every single production, you are
required to check and test for the ﬂame retarding of all
materials.
I would advise you to check and test for the condition of these materials and, just as importantly, to fully and
accurately document the testing. There should be physical
paper documentation of this testing which records:
•

The name and qualiﬁcations of the individual who
does the ﬂame retarding (he or she should be
professionally trained in this work).

•

Dates that this task occurred.

•

Type of ﬂame retardants used, i.e. company, MSDS
sheets, date of purchase.

•

Precautions taken with the materials used.

•

A written procedure for the application of ﬂame
retardants.

•

Testing done after the ﬂame retarding is accom
plished.

•

Certiﬁcates of ﬂame retarding ﬁled if materials are
purchased as ﬂame retarded.

•

Perhaps video or photographic documentation of
the process.

•

The process used: spraying, brushing, and dipping.
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Because of the frequent occurrence of ﬁres in public
assembly halls and theaters (mostly schools), it is our opinion that accurate documentation always be created and
that these documents be ﬁled with the proper authorities.
The technical director or person in charge of these operations shall assure those in command, i.e. directors, Deans,
owners, etc., that the ﬂame retarding was done properly
and complies with all existing laws and regulations. This
is a legal obligation. All personnel in authority should be
alert to individuals bringing into the theatre personal items
which may pose a hazard to the facility and its individuals,
and perhaps should be ﬂame retarded.
Increased Fire Sources
With the increased use of pyrotechnic devices and fog
machines and lasers in the theater proper, i.e. on stage, in
the orchestra pit, on the grid, in the wings, etc., having
everything ﬂame retarded is mandatory. Fires are often initiated with these devices because such devices are not used
properly, or are not maintained, or are pushed beyond their
capacity.
Purchased Products
Just because you can purchase ﬂame retarded materials for a production, and they indicate through advertisements or purchase orders that they are ﬂame retarded,
this unfortunately does not always afﬁrm that this task was
done correctly or that it was accomplished by the vendor.
Many products are purchased through vendors who may
receive their products from sources that may not fully comply with existing codes and regulations. It must always be
kept in mind that due diligence is required for any material, piece of scenery, fabric, machinery, etc. which is used in
any production. In this there is no room for error. Whether
the material is fabric, wood, plastic, or a synthetic material,
it must be meticulously checked. Costume shops, stages,
storage areas, grids, the wings of a theater, basements, ofﬁces, dressing rooms, all shops, and any other physical area
where work is done on a production are areas that will have
materials which must be ﬂame retarded.
Precautions
For those groups (be they schools, community groups,
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or professionals) applying ﬂame retarding chemicals, it is
prudent and reasonable to always maintain communication with local ﬁre marshals and ﬁre department agencies,
as well as with the city, county, and state departments that
control chemical substances. Bulletins are issued on a regular basis--you should be privy to them, for these bulletins
often contain announcements as to chemicals, including
ﬁre retardant ones, which have received advanced testing
and may be restricted or taken out of the marketplace due
to concerns about toxicity to human beings.
Personal Protection Equipment
All individuals of any age, who are applying ﬂame retarding chemicals, shall wear the proper personal protective
equipment, i.e. the proper gloves, face shield, long sleeves,
and a respirator that may be required by the MSDS’s. Always
keep in mind that the ﬂame retarding materials are chemicals;
they retard the spread of ﬂame and diminish the probability
of ﬁre consuming materials, but they are indeed chemicals
and they do begin corroding the materials the moment they
are applied. Flame retarding chemicals do in fact deteriorate fabrics, especially drapes and curtains, over a period of
time. As curtains can thus tear loose from their fastenings,
a regular check of the curtains is very reasonable.
Allergic Responses or Skin Problems
It is important to know with great certainty that the
person who is applying the ﬂame retarding chemicals is not
allergic to any of them, or to the speciﬁc materials listed
on the MSDS or label of the product. Although it is obvious you cannot test the individual, knowledge of his or her
physical being and chemical sensitivity and/or allergies is
important. Properly engineered ventilation is required and
personal protection is a must.
The same concerns must apply when you decide
that costumes must be ﬂame retarded. Some people are
chemical sensitive and are thus allergic to many chemicals, perhaps including the materials in ﬂame retardants.
Remember so many materials today, especially fabrics, are
impregnated with plastic to make them iron easier, wrinkle
free, drip dry, etc. So, you have plastics that may interact
with the chemicals in the ﬂame-retardant. Use due
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diligence in this application. We do have a number of
ﬁres in costume shops and storage areas-some of the
most hazardous places in the industry-therefore many
costumes are ﬂame retarded.
Spraying or Brushing
If you are spraying or brushing ﬂame retarding materials you must be concerned about splashing. Do not
allow other people to be near you when applying these
chemicals. If properly engineered ventilation cannot
be achieved while performing these tasks, then a large
space, with fans, might be used. Flame retarding out of
doors is acceptable but, once again, we caution you to
note your area of work and keep others out of it while
you work. It may be necessary, in order to keep people
out of your work area, to post signs that indicate you are
doing this work.
Each facility should develop a check list which denotes both those objects which need ﬂame retarding and
those which have received ﬂame retarding. It is part and
parcel of the documentation required for any liability
protection. This list must be maintained up-to-date,
and copies must be ﬁled with the proper authorities.
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Touring Groups
Many touring groups and individual community
groups bring into the performing arts facility or space
materials which may not be ﬂame retarded and which
may pose a danger to the facility and its people. Carefully written regulations and guidelines, as to what can
and cannot be brought into the theater--especially as regards ﬂame retarded materials--should be developed and
disseminated to all these groups. Nothing should be left
to chance.
Finally, a constant and close check and risk assessment of all materials which are purchased, brought into,
and used in the theater space or public assembly venue
shall be a high obligation of due diligence. Flame retarding of all materials and objects that may possibly be
a ﬁre hazard shall be assessed, analyzed, and a solution
implemented and documented.
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Schlepitchka lives!
by Gerry Patt, Jr., Salisbury University
Assisted by Karen Owens, Scenic Artist
For centuries, scenic artists have found traditional
tools of painting such as brushes and rollers quite inadequate in creating deeper and more interesting textures. Our search for a better painting tool, to realize
our vision, has taken us to the strangest places and
caused the most peculiar behavior. When ordinary paint
brushes would not do, we tied them, taped them, and
cut their hair. We resorted to sponges of all sizes, sorts,
and shapes--from natural to man-made, round, oblong,
and square. We have used rags indescribable, mops and
push brooms, metal and plastic combs, sand, gravel,
foam, burlap, feathers, and bamboo.
Just when we thought we had exhausted techniques
and tools to suit our painter’s sprite, we discovered ﬂogging of the ﬂat-- not to punish but to beautify. To this

end, we tied strips of muslin to a stick and slapped it on
the surface to create wide ranges of color and contrast.
By far the strangest painting tool to date comes
not from a paint store, fabric store, or even the hardware store. Amazinly, it is found in the janitorial supply
area! Thought to be a distant relative of the 15th century feather fan, the feather duster becomes a versatile
instrument of painting in the hands of a creative scenic
artist.
In combination with other scene painting techniques such as spattering and scumbling, the application of the feather duster (called schlepitchka) is very
effective in creating interesting and deep textures. The
basic three-value scheme (base, light and dark) illustrated here serves well for a basic texture and for giving a
nice deep base to wallpaper, stone, and stucco.
THE PROCESS
Step 1. Starting from a neutral prime coat, do a random
scumble of the entire surface with the three colors.
See Figure 2, page 22
Figure 1:
Feather Dusters from:
Texas Feathers,
dba TxF Products.
2702 Morris Sheppard Drive,
Brownwood, TX 76804
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Figure 4a

Figure 4b
Figure 2
Step 2. Dip the feather duster in the paint, beginning
with the darkest value.
Step 3. Holding the duster vertically, by the end of the
handle, apply it a couple of times to a pallet or scrap of
¼” plywood, to remove excess paint. See Figure 3

Step 5. After you have a fairly even coverage with the
darkest value, repeat with the other two values of the
hue. See Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c

Figure 3
Step 4. Again holding the duster vertically by the end of
the handle, and using a twisting motion with your wrist,
apply at random to the ﬂat. Do not push down too
hard, or you’ll get a blob. See Figures 4a and 4b
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Figure 5b

Figure 5c

Step 6.
values.

Spatter evenly with the lightest and darkest

Voila! A great texture which can be used as-is for a
stucco effect, embellished with a stenciled wallpaper pattern, sponged and mortared for stone, or used in any way
your imagination inspires. See Figure 6

experience, the best ones are made of long ostrich feathers
alone or in combination with Asian chicken feathers. These
dusters are not always easy to locate. I remember ordering
a dozen “Turkey Feather Dusters” when I was just starting
out as a designer at Fordham University in the ‘60s. The
folks in purchasing thought I had two heads. I had difﬁculty ﬁnding these tools in places that others had suggested
they could be found. In 1987, Michael Gillette wrote me
to say that he had been able to ﬁnd reasonably good dusters
at True Value Hardware. I had no such luck.
Figuring that if anyone would know where to ﬁnd
them, Rachel would know, I recently turned to Rachel
Keebler of Cobalt Studios. I found her in the middle of a
project (surprise, surprise), but nonetheless she said: “Wait
a minute, I have one around here someplace,” and went on
a search for it. A couple of minutes later she was reading
the name of the company from the collar of the duster and
even providing the product number. The company is Texas
Feathers, dba TxF Products. The address is: 2702 Morris
Sheppard Drive, Brownwood, TX 76804. The staff was
kind enough to send a catalogue and suggest my nearest
cleaning supply retailer. Check with your favorite theatrical supply house to see if they have added these great products as I have suggested.
Indeed, Schlepitchka Lives!
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Figure 6
Feather dusters come in many sizes and types. I have
used turkey, chicken, ostrich, and combinations. In my
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BACK ISSUES
Have you just recently subscribed to The Painter’s Journal?
Are you missing some of our previous issues?
Did a friend borrow your copy and spill paint on it?

NO PROBLEM!
You can still get all of the previous issues of The Painter’s Journal. Send
us a check, your name, address, and which issues you want and we will
complete your order.
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Purchasing Information

All back issues are $8.00 per copy.
or
Purchase all of Volume 1 for only $20.00, that’s all 3 issues!
The entire set of Volume 2 is only $20.00.
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To view the table of contents for each issue, visit our website
at www.painterjournal.com
Plus you can still get this years subscription for only $20.00
Please send your information and payment to:
The Painter’s Journal
c/o Anthony R. Phelps
80 Cotting St.
Medford, MA 02155
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phelps@paintersjournal.com
781-526-1017
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